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SUMMARY OF MINUTES
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PRESENT: Daniel Okada, Virginia Maulfair, Dennis Dulay, Frederick Mills, Gwen Jackson-Tucker, America
Velasco, Hilary Gaines, Judge Boulware Eurie, Chief Seale, Jane Claar, Rachel Rios, Stephanie Nguyen,
Steve Streeter, and Dawn Isais
ABSENT: Carole D’Elia
____________________________________________________________________________________
1. CALL TO ORDER: A quorum was present, and the meeting was convened at 10:16 a.m.
2. APPROVAL OF MINUTES FROM THE FEBRUARY MEETING: Commissioner Virginia Maulfair motioned to
approve the April minutes; the motion was seconded by Commissioner America Velasco and
unanimously approved.
3. ANNOUNCEMENTS: Commissioner Rachel Rios stated there will be a meeting to discuss the
development of a work plan for Title II funds at the Board of State and Community Corrections
location on June 21, 2017.
Commissioner Dan Okada briefly discussed the Crossover Youth Practice Model (CYPM) site visit
he attended that was held on May 9, 2017. Judge Boulware-Eurie informed the Commission a
meeting convened with the CYPM Executive committee and attorneys prior to the site visit that
afternoon. She also discussed the topics that were covered at the site visit, included data review
and case reviews on how CYPM is currently affecting cases since implementation on October 17,
2016.
Commissioner Virginia Maulfair asked if the outcomes will be shared more throughout the
county. Judge Boulware-Eurie mentioned the data will eventually be shared once Georgetown
has had a chance to analyze the data that we are sending to them. Commissioner Maulfair also
asked if attorneys are present at Child and Family Team (CFT) Meetings. The Judge stated that
CLC will send social workers as advocates for the youth during these meetings. She stated they
have been made aware that their presence does not always allow for the youth and family to
feel they can be transparent in their conversations.
Commissioner Steve Streeter noted his newly acquired position with Another Choice Another
Chance (ACAC), working in the Re-Entry/Entrepreneur program. Commissioner Streeter
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currently handles the transitional housing and residential program and is working with two
parolees at this time.
Commissioner Streeter also noted he will be sitting on a committee to revise both Titles 15 and
24 with the Board of State and Community Corrections.
Chief Seale recently attended a brain development conference in Washington D.C., by Dr.
Lawrence Steinberg, informing the direction of our department with the 16-26 age population.
Elizabeth Caufman, who completed a crossroads study nationwide, has updated her research.
She was looking at youth with similar characteristics, one going through the juvenile system the
other through diversionary programming. The Probation Departments’ Adult Court writers will
be travelling to Solano County Jail to meet with lifers to see the programming they are receiving.
Chief spoke briefly regarding youth sentenced as an adult to be underwritten, based off an
algorithm, of how many priors, classification, etc., are taken into consideration to determine
yard level. Level two yards, some consider, university yards, are given the opportunity to receive
programming that will allow them to receive their degrees within prison to assist with their
reentry into the community. The underwriting process allows a kid that could potentially risk
high in prison, and include information from juvenile hall to show positive information to include
in their reports.
Commissioner Rachel Rios has been working with groups regarding immigration. Youth who
were born and raised in the country but their parents are not, discussing what would happen
with these youth, like placement.
4. PUBLIC COMMENTS: None
5. COMMENTS FROM PROBATION: None
6. YOUTH DETENTION FACILITY POPULATION REPORT: None
7. LGBTQ YOUTH IN YDF: Chief Seale noted a question previously asked regarding the classification
process at the youth detention facility particularly with the LGBTQ youth. He stated this
question prompted further discussions regarding this population and what our current process
was for in-custody youth. Chief Seale mentioned the possibility of selecting a panel of line staff
in YDF to discuss this topic. He also stated our staff at YDF are doing a great job working with
not only the LGBTQ youth but also the non-conforming/non-identifying youth as well. He also
mentioned the need for additional training to gain further perspective on how to better work
with this population. Probation has reached out to various counties currently working on
addressing this issue. Chief Seale asked the commission for further recommendations on
providers/trainers to help at YDF.
8. AGENDA BUILDING FOR FUTURE MEETINGS:



Presentation by Probation Juvenile Field Services – Title IV-E Waiver
Presentation by CYPM Executive Committee
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MEETING ADJOURN:
Commissioner Virginia Maulfair moved that the meeting be adjourned at 11:07 a.m. Commissioner
Stephanie Nguyen seconded the motion, which was approved unanimously.
Respectfully submitted,
Dawn Isais, Administrative Services Officer II

NEXT MEETING:

Tuesday, June 20, 2017 – 10:00 a.m. – 11:00 a.m.
Juvenile Courthouse – Walter Barkdull Conference Room #391
9605 Kiefer Blvd., Sacramento 98527
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